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Vertically correlated islands of a quality comparable to the model system InAs/GaAs have been
fabricated using modified molecular beam epitaxy. While island widths range from 20–50 nm,
island heights are very homogeneous, resulting in narrow photoluminescence (PL) emission line
width of 20–40 meV even for stacks of 50 layers. Island centers contain Cd concentrations up to
more than 80%. Distinct PL double peaks can be assigned to correlated island stacks with large
islands and the uncorrelated region, containing much smaller, laterally interacting islands.

Introduction Highly controllable, self-organizing and self-limiting growth processes
allow the fabrication of strongly correlated quantum island (QI) structures in the III–V
system InAs/GaAs [1]. Devices like lasers [2] were already demonstrated and many
new concepts are proposed, for example quantum information processing and spintro-
nics [3]. To further extend possible applications to emitters in the green spectral range
or to include semi-magnetic substances like Mn for spin dependent systems, it is desir-
able to achieve similarly well controlled structures in the CdSe/ZnSe system. However,
in conventional molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) a reliable formation of islands is often
hindered by a direct competition between island formation and relaxation via misfit
dislocations, owing to the suppleness of the II–VI materials. Previously, temperature
sequences, like those used in low temperature atomic layer epitaxy [4, 5], were em-
ployed to change the thermodynamic conditions in favor of island formation. Recently
we introduced a new growth technique which employs a CdS compound source instead
of the conventional Cd elemental source [6]. This modification to standard MBE allows
the growth of highly correlated vertical CdSe quantum island stacks (QIS) with similar
quality as in the InAs/GaAs system and makes the complex sequential growth techni-
ques obsolete.

Experimental Results and Discussion The structures investigated were deposited onto
fully relaxed ZnSe buffer layers (1.5 mm) on etched, thermally deoxidized GaAs sub-
strates by MBE. Buffer layers were grown with elemental Zn and Se at 280 �C. A
growth interrupt under Se for at least 30 min prior to structure deposition ensured an
optimally smooth surface. CdSe insertions with a minor sulfur contamination (<2%)
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were then obtained by simultaneous exposure to CdS compound and Se. This technique
has been described elsewhere [6].

Very few reports exist on the stacking of CdSe based islands owing to the lack of
controllability of island formation. Early reports cover the dependence of correlation
and anticorrelation in short period submonolayer stacks [7] on stacking conditions like
barrier thickness. Litvinov et al. [8] demonstrated coherently stacked islands obtained
at elevated growth temperatures of 400 �C in triple stacks if the barrier thickness corre-
sponded to 12–20 monolayers (ML), while for a smaller thickness a complete intermix-
ing due to inter-diffusion occurred.

Our technique allows a reproducible formation of island stacks with a reduced inter-
diffusion and segregation as compared to high temperature samples. A stacking period
of 4 nm was chosen for all samples discussed here.

Figure 1 shows transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of a 50-fold stack contain-
ing nominal insertions of a little more than 2 ML of CdSe (sample B). A vertically
correlated arrangement of islands is observed owing to the strain induced nucleation of
islands on top of underlying islands, very similar to InAs/GaAs based island stacks [9].
An onset of typically 2–3 layers is observed before the islands continue as homoge-
neous stacks. The correlation length exceeds 20 stacked layers in the case shown. Stack
densities are of the order of 1010 cm�2.

The TEM contrast observed for sample B can be correlated with the Cd concentra-
tion according to [10], as shown in Fig. 1b. In this case a contrast inversion observed at
�40% Cd prevented the use of the more accurate Composition Evaluation by Lattice
Fringe Analysis (CELFA) [11]. The intensity values for Cd concentrations above 40%
have been mirrored at the inversion line corresponding to a normalized intensity of
zero for the QISs (dotted line in Fig. 1b) in order to demonstrate the periodicity and
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Fig. 1. a) Two cross-sectional (002) dark field TEM images of island stacks in sample B, see cap-
tion of Fig. 2. b) Evaluation of the TEM image contrast of the area marked in a) with respect to
Cd concentration according to Peranio et al. [10]. Closed symbols correspond to the uncorrelated
region (UR), open symbols represent the quantum island stack (QIS), as shown in the upper part.
The dotted line was obtained by mirroring the data of the QIS on the contrast inversion line at
zero intensity for Cd concentrations above 40%



the typical diffuse Cd distribution profile. An unusually high Cd concentration of more
than 80% is observed for sample B, while the concentration in the uncorrelated region
(UR) does not exceed 25%.

Two distinguished photoluminescence (PL) peaks are observed, Fig. 2, which are attrib-
uted to the coherent stacks of QIs and the UR which consists of considerably smaller
CdSe islands (�5 nm diameter) without a vertical correlation. Various indications exist,
e.g. [12, 13], that in single layer structures the larger islands, often associated with stacking
faults, do not contribute to the PL spectra leaving a single emission band originating in
the small Cd accumulations contained in the film [8, 13], compare Fig. 2a. The appearance
of a separate UR and QIS emission, which is generally not observed for single layers, there-
fore indicates an improvement of the island quality as well as their ordering in the stacks.

The excellent homogeneity of island heights and vertical Cd distribution, as seen in
Fig. 1, mirrors in the rather narrow PL line width (20–40 meV). However, a strong
variation in lateral sizes is observed in the TEM in Fig. 1. The rather large lateral
diameters exceeding 20 nm account for only small lateral confinement energies. The
optical spectra are therefore mostly governed by the more two-dimensional properties,
and the lateral size variations do not significantly add to the inhomogeneous broaden-
ing. The luminescence is rather bright when compared to single layers and persists to
room temperature, indicating a reduced nonradiative recombination probability. Ther-
mal activation energies of more than 125 and 165 meV have been found by tempera-
ture dependent PL measurements for samples A and B, respectively, which correspond
well to the energy separation between QIS and UR emission.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the spatially integrated and resolved PL (m-PL) of
sample D. The lateral resolution was about 300–400 nm using confocal microscopy

in combination with an immersion
lense. Distinct, resolution limited single
dot/stack emission lines are observed in
the low energy QIS region, see inset,
pointing to a vertical localization within
one stack. Similar but more dense lines
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Fig. 2. a) Comparison of the PL of a
stacked layer, sample A, with a single
layer grown under similar conditions.
b) PL of various stacked samples with
a nominal deposition of: 50� �2 ML
(sample A), 50� �2.2 ML (sample
B), 12� �2.5 ML (sample C), 12�
�3–4 ML (sample D), the spectra
are normalized and are shifted verti-
cally for clarity

Fig. 3. PL and spatially resolved m-PL of
sample D



are observed in the UR region originating from the smaller, high density (>1011 cm�2)
laterally interacting [14] but vertically uncorrelated Cd accumulations discussed before,
which are characteristic of the CdSe/ZnSe system [8, 13].

Conclusions Vertically aligned stacks of CdSe based islands were obtained using a
modified MBE technique [6]. The results show that growth conditions can be found for
CdSe based QIs which give similarly good results as in the III–V system InAs/GaAs.
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